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Background

25-30.000 pedestrian are so severe injured in 

single pedestrian accidents during wintertime in 

Sweden every year that they need to visit health 

care centers or hospitals. Approximately 100.000 

in total in the Nordic countries. To prevent from 

slipping and falling on snow and ice different 

methods have been used to analyze behavior on 

different walking surfaces/conditions. The 

methods used have been chosen in collaboration 

with engineers and physiotherapists.



Both extrinsic factors, intrinsic factors and a 
combination of these have been measured by different 
methods. 
The methods have been used in laboratory studies 
indoor/outdoor and in field studies. 
Balance tests, standardized rating scales, step lengths, 
experienced physical therapists rating of natural gait 
including heel strike ( live and from video recordings), 
toe off, hip movement, head movement, and so on, 
questionnaires on subjective ratings of shoes and anti-
slip devices, accelerometers attached to the feet, 
dynamic friction measurements and so on



During field test travel surveys, incidents/fall 
reports and forms for experiences in using anti-
slip devices was used. 

The different projects so far indicates that a 
standardized method to analyze slipping and 
falling prevention properties needs to involve 
subjects and subjective methods. 

Which methods to use in a standard has not yet 
been clarified.
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Later indoor conditions:
-Hardness of the ice (9.4 MPa)

-Ice temperature (-3.9 oC)

-Air temperature (4.9 oC)



Walking cycle for each area

1. Walk "normally" across the whole area

2. Turn around

3. Walk rapidly 4-5 steps

4. Stop

5. Walk backwards 4-5 steps

6. Walk "rapidly" across the whole area



Preconditions of subjects

Balance tests 

Standardized rating scales 

Step lengths

Walking time/speed (normal/fast)



Analysis of walking patterns

Experienced physical therapists rating of natural gait 



The rating scales were developed by a physical 

therapist, trained in movement analysis.

The dimensions evaluated were: 

(1) walking posture and movements including 

normal muscle function in the hip and knee;

(2) walking posture and movements in the rest of 

the body (head, shoulders and arms);

(3) heel-strike;

(4) toe-off.

Analyzed properties



The interreliability of the four observation scales 

were measured as the percentage of 

agreement between the physical therapists 

when observing video recordings of all 

subjects in all tests. 

The percentage of agreement between the 

physical therapists in the four observations 

scales were 85, 80, 86 and 85%, respectively.



Perceived walking safety and 

walking balance

The rating scales for perceived walking safety and walking 

balance were first developed and tested for reliability

The interreliability of the walking safety and balance scales were 

measured as the percentage of agreement between the 

physical therapists when observing videorecordings of all 

subjects in all tests. 

The percentage of agreement of the walking

safety scale was 86% and the corresponding agreement

of the walking balance scale was 88%



Improved evaluating the subject:

-base of support, 

-footfall transitions, 

-speed, 

-step length, 

-rhythm and 

-single- and double-support phases 

during the gait cycle,  
subjects walked with and without shoes on a 

digital carpet GAITRite® 



Stride length - double support phase

Stride length at comfortable walking speed (median) 78.1 cm

Stride length at maximum walking speed (median) 88.6 cm

Comfortable walking speed 128.8 cm/sec

Maximum walking speed 183.3 cm/sec

Double-support phase at comfortable walking speed 23.3 % of cycle

Double-support phase at maximum walking speed 19.6 % of cycle



Visual analogue scales (VAS): Scale 0-10

VAS are psychometric response scales used to measure subjective characteristics or 

attitudes and have been used in the past for a multitude of disorders, as well as 

in market research and social science investigations, ….

Subjectively experienced effort of walking with anti slip devices

was estimated on an RPE scale (the Borg Scale of Perceived 

Exertion) (60-…)



Dynamic Coefficient of Friction

Ambient temp +21 

Thin ice, 5 mm -5 oC

Hardness -13.54 MPa

Other lab tests:
-Tensile strenght

-Corrosion resistans





Forms used

I, Background, health, attitudes and previous experiences 
in the beginning of the trial period

II, Daily diary of walked distance, walking conditions, 
walking aids and occurrence of incidences or falls 
reported weekly

III, Detailed incident or fall report used after each 
occurrence of incident or fall.

IV, Experiences of the use of anti-slip devices to those 
who used anti-slip devices during the trial period.

A fall was defined to the subject as an occurrence when another 
part of the body than the feet was in contact with the ground.





Low correspondence DCOF  - participant ratings:

One of the three devices with the highest DCOF 

was perceived to offer good walking balance and 

high level of safety. 

One device was perceived as providing good 

balance and low fall risk despite low DCOF 

With some exceptions, there was little consensus 

between the participants in their perceptions of 

fall risk, balance, heel strike or toe off. (explained 

by variation in the background characteristics?) 



Devices viewed as providing high perceived 

safety/good balance generated the highest 

maximum gait speeds.

Self-selected pace and step length are two 

independent variables that increase walking 

stability and reduce the risk of slipping 



Does the static position measurements of DCOF 

reflect a natural gait?

What should a standardised test method for 

classification of anti-slip devices/shoes for 

winter usage be based on?



Thank You for Your attention!


